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 Pastoral Letter  
 

During the past year and more, many of us will have had more time on our 

hands.  For me I have worked from home - not commuting has meant I’ve 

been able to get a better habit for prayer and reading the bible. Perhaps 

you were able to do similar, or walk or cycle more, to read books you’d    

always wanted to read, learn something new or watch a TV series you 

missed. When reading, I’ve reflected on things from a lock-down point of 

view. It can make things seem very different – less relevant when our      

collective anxiety has a pandemic focus, or relevant to life in these times in 

a way it was not before. 

One of those things is a quote from Lord of the Rings (appears in both book 

and film versions). 

 Frodo says, “I wish none of this had happened”. 

Gandalf answers, “So do I, and so do all who live to see such times. 

But that is not for them to decide. All we have to decide is what to 

do with the time that has been given us.” 

I know Lord of the Rings well, but am more connected with this short       

exchange than before I had lived in “such times”. Naturally I too wish that 

none of this had ever happened, that we had not endured the                  

consequences of a pandemic, but equally I feel fortunate. I choose to be 

thankful that my family have privileges like being able to work at home, 

plenty of space, good access to the internet, and have been safe and 

healthy. I’m aware that there are myriad ways that people have suffered 

owing to Covid, that many are impoverished, indebted, bereaved, worn 

out, vulnerable, alone, anxious, sick and so much more. 

Over the last 18 months of uncertainty, we have all been constantly 

adapting to change as best as we can manage. It has tested our resilience, 

and perhaps our ability to hope. So many times we have hoped for           
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decreasing cases, to not have to lockdown, perhaps to go back to work, 

school or university, or be allowed to visit the hairdresser, to see family, or   

finally celebrate that birthday or anniversary.   

As we gradually lose the restrictions we have a new choice about what we are 

going to do with the time that is now given us. Many will rush back to their 

previous normal, some will find it difficult to leave the protection of their 

homes and solitary habits. There is much use of the phrase “Build back 

better”. My question is not so much what we will each do, but can we do it  

Intensionally? Will we reflect how we have changed, and what we have learnt 

and so work towards what we now want, or drift back to our previous habits 

and busyness. 

For me the worry is that the new things we have been doing, started during 

the past year (12th church for example), will just add more to the busyness of 

my old normal. I know I’m not alone in thinking about what to give up. For 

others they may be waiting for the appropriate time to take up a new activity 

or calling that they have not been able to. 

How do we as individuals, and as a church community, decide to move       

forwards? 

Dorothy Pipet 

Fear knocked at the door; faith opened it; and 
Behold there was no one there.  

        (Unknown) 
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Thanks to Eleri for 
sharing this from the 
Young Christian 
Climate Network. 

 

The network is 

an action-focused 
community of young 
Christians in the UK 
aged 18-30, choosing 
to follow Jesus in the 
pursuit of climate 
justice.  

 

You can find out 
more here.  YCCN 

https://www.yccn.uk/home
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Thank you to Elizabeth for 

sharing this lovely picture of 

Donald taken recently. Though 

he is no longer able to join us 

in worship, he is not forgotten 

and we continue to give 

thanks to God for his ministry 

Church Family News 

Calvin and Jenny Cheung.                

Congratulations to Calvin on his     

ordination. Please hold him and his 

family, and his ministry in the Chinese 

communities in the Loughborough 

and Derby circuits in your prayers.  

Andrew recently visited Diane Sharp at her 
care home in Leicester and she wished to 

be remembered to everyone at Trinity. She 
has really enjoyed seeing the photos in 

Coffee time on the 12th Church . 
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While I was sorting through the thousands of books in my Godmother’s 
house in Bristol, I came across a slim booklet called “Sunset and       
Evening Star” ; a small book of poems, thoughts and quotations to     
encourage, comfort and inspire.  She had sent off for it from the        
Shipwrecked Fishermen and Mariners’ Royal Benevolent Society. There 
are some lovely thoughts in it and I submit a couple of items which 
seem appropriate for the easing of lockdown .  

It's wonderful to hug  

It's wonderful what a hug can do .. 

It cheers you up when you're sad and blue.  

A hug can say, "I love you so",  

Or “I hate to see you go."  

A hug is "'Welcome back again".  

A hug can soothe a small child's pain  

And bring a rainbow after rain.  

The hug, there is no doubt about it, 

We scarcely could survive without it.  

A hug delights and warms and charms  

It must be why God gave us arms.  

So stretch those arms without delay  

And give someone a hug today.  

      Unknown  

 

Margaret Dartnell   (See page 3 for the another one) 
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Summer has arrived in Germany 

The last couple of weeks, we have been enjoying some very warm weather 

interspersed with heavy showers sometimes accompanied by thunder. We 

have been busy, creating a vegetable garden, I have dug two beds either side 

of our new greenhouse, which is looking good and now has tomatoes and 

peppers growing in it.  We have created some very colourful window boxes 

and also have strawberries growing in tubs in the yard. 

Towards the end of May John started his Integration course which is mostly 

language learning, unfortunately he is struggling with the amount of           

information.  I do not start until August, so we will not get much done after 

then as it is everyday Monday-Friday mornings, with an hour each end for 

travel. 

John has completed the floor of his Woodwork shop, and is fitting it out with 

machinery and tooling, this will give him the workshop capacity to be able to 

progress some of the other jobs that need to be tackled around the         

property. 
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We have both received the first of our Covid-19 vaccinations, and are hoping 

that we will have had the second jab before I am due to start the course in 

August.  Things are beginning to open up here in Brandenburg. Rachel and I 

enjoyed a morning at one of the local shopping centres, the first we have 

managed since we arrived in Germany.  Rachel has completed her studies 

and is enjoying a few Fridays off, before she returns to a full time contract in 

July. 

John was invited to participate in the Pentecost service with our local Pastor. 

John preached in English and the Pastor translated it into German. We also 

participated in a communion for the first time since arriving here, it was a 

lovely service. The service also included the baptism of one of the confirma-

tion candidates. 

For those of you who read Magnet magazine, in the summer edition you will 

find a piece I have written about our early experiences as immigrants. 

I hope you all enjoy a lovely summer and are able to find some time to relax 

and perhaps take a break or holiday. Just when I was starting to think I would 

be able to welcome visitors from the UK, Germany has put a 14 quarantine 

on all travellers from the UK, so plans have been put on hold again. 

May God bless you and all you do. 

Liz and John Marriott 
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My efforts to reduce plastic 
 

Following on from Shirley’s articles about saving the planet, I thought I’d 
share my efforts to reduce plastic…  
 

Before the pandemic I was introduced to a Zero Waste and Refill Shop near 
my son’s house in West Bridgford called The Good Weigh. A nice play on 
words, I thought, so I went to find out and it started a different approach to 
how I shopped for a variety of things. The first thing I needed to do was to 
save containers for shower gel, washing-up liquid, washing liquid etc and 
have enough containers to buy dried fruit, baking ingredients etc. 

It totally changed my focus on how I shop which 
meant more buying of loose vegetables and fruit. 
Some supermarkets are doing their bit by providing 
scales for weighing loose veg and fruit and Sainsbury’s 
sell bags which can be used again and again for loose 
items. The last time I bought one they were 30p! 
Waitrose provides compostable bags for fruit and veg. 
I must admit that not all my fruit and veg is bought 
loose. I really must bite the bullet and start going back 
to Loughborough market. 
 

In a time when I should be decluttering, my collection 
of useful receptacles continues to grow and I’m beginning to buy 5l contain-
ers of, for example, washing-up liquid so I can replenish the smaller one my-
self. I think I need more storage! 
 

Since the start of my ‘reducing plastic’ adventure, I no longer have to wait to 
visit West Bridgford to replenish items. I discovered that Elf foods in Market 
Street has a growing section for reducing plastic. You can refill cleaning liq-
uids and take your container to buy their loose nuts and dried fruit. They also 
sell alternatives to plastic items e.g. a washing-up pad made of loofah which 
is compostable when it wears out! Not used it yet so can’t give an opinion…  

The kiosk in the Precinct called The Cleaning Cabinet has now moved to a 
shop in Baxter Gate and is crammed full of refill items and alternative ways 
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of reducing plastic.   https://www.thecleaningcabinet.co.uk 
 

I’ve always had a milkman rather than buying milk from the supermarket. It’s 
a bit more expensive but is a good way to start reducing your use of plastic. 
Over the years, the company was taken over several times and I now use a 
company called Milk and More (other similar companies 
are available!). It has become so much more than a 
milkman and sells lots of environmentally-friendly prod-
ucts including yoghurt in glass jars and compost (which 
avoids the lifting of heavy bags).  
 

Gardenwise, I’m trying to go peat free but I don’t find 
peat free compost as good as the peat compost used in 
the past…that’s one that needs more research… 

The containers used for blueberries and cherry toma-
toes etc go straight to the greenhouse for potting on 
seedlings. 
 

Until I started researching products that contain plastic I wasn’t aware of the 
fact that there is plastic in teabags! I discovered  Clipper teabags are un-
bleached and plastic free so, at the moment, they’re my chosen teabag! Be-
ing a Yorkshire lass, I’ve been a devotee of Yorkshire tea for years! They are 
working towards their teabags being plastic free but for the moment I’ll only 
drink their loose tea. 
 

I’m also making myself more aware of clothing that contains manmade fibres 
and, being a keen knitter, becoming more conscious of which yarns contain 
manmade fibres. It might take me a longer time to change my choices in 
these areas… some things are easier to change straightaway than others. 
 

It’s a massive subject and not everybody will be in a position to drastically 
change things in their life. I’ve still got a long way to go to be plastic free but 
I’ve made a start… slow but steady… 
 

What about you? Any other ideas? It would be great to hear what others are 
doing .          Judith Sismey 

https://www.thecleaningcabinet.co.uk
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Walking With Micah:  
Methodist Principles for Social Justice 

 
What does it mean for the Methodist Church to be a justice-seeking 

church?  

We live at a time of huge change when domestic and global injustices 

are being revealed and intensified. How can our world be renewed so 

that all God’s creation, people and planet, can flourish?  

Our calling as Methodists means we long for God’s justice in the world. 

Around the globe and in their own local communities, Methodists are 

working for justice through responding to needs and campaigning for 

change.   

The prophet Micah reminded people that the worship God wants is for 

us to act justly, to love as God loves, and to walk humbly with God. Jus-

tice-seeking has always been integral to our relationship with God. 

The Walking with Micah: Methodist Principles for Social Justice pro-

ject will help the Methodist Church in Britain to focus on our principles 

and priorities for justice and through that increase our ability to seek 

God’s justice, as a Church and in our own Christian lives. 
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This two-year project will involve 

• Drawing on our Methodist heritage of 

challenging injustice and learning 

from the insights and challenges of 

others within and beyond the      

Christian faith. 

• Consulting widely within the Methodist Church and listening to what 

matters to Methodist people at this time. 

• Working with others to resource individuals, churches and leaders, to 

speak and act for justice both individually and in the name of the Meth-

odist Church in Britain. 

For more information, please contact Rachel Lampard   

  LampardR@methodistchurch.org.uk  |  020 7467 5248 

mailto:LampardR@methodistchurch.org.uk
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Trinity’s Worship during July/August 2021 
 

In the Building—10.45am 
July 
 4th  Colin Lamb 
 11th  Circuit Service @ Quorn 
 18th  12th Church service on the screen 
 25th  Granville Mercy 

 
August 
 1st  12th Church service on the screen 
 8th   Rev Andrew Lomax— Holy Communion 
 15th  12th Church service on the screen 
 22nd   Rev Andrew Lomax 
 29th  12th Church service on the screen 
 2.30pm Welcome service for Sandra Marshall at Barrow         
 Methodist Church—All Welcome subject to Covid regulations 
 

12th Church/Trinity Methodist Church Facebook Page 10.45am 
July  
 4th  John & Dorothy Pipet 
 11th  Short Service Rev Andrew Lomax 
 The Circuit service will be broadcast on the 12th church later in  
 the day if we are able to 
 18th  David and Eleri Bristow 
 25th  Liz and Rob Newton 
 

August 
 1st  Karen Wormald 
 8th  Dorothy and John Pipet 
 15th  Rev Andrew Lomax 
 22nd  Eleri and David Bristow 
 29th  Emma Lowe 
 
      8.15pm every Friday evening devotions with the Bristows 
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Update from Nepal 
Dear Friends, 
 
“How kind the Lord is! How good he is! So merci-
ful, this God of ours! The Lord protects those of 
childlike faith; I was facing death, and he saved 

me. Let my soul be at rest again, for the Lord has 
been good to me. 

What can I offer the Lord for all he has done for 
me? I will lift up the cup of salvation and praise 

the Lord’s name for saving me. I will keep my promises to the Lord in the presence 
of all his people.” - (Psalms 116:5-7, 12-14 NLT) 

To the All our Near and Dear Ones !!!  
 Sushila and I are so happy, humbled and thankful to the Lord and you all for 
the new life we have now. Thankful for your loving concern, powerful prayers and 
generous support during this hard time, we have no word to say enough.  
 We were wrestling with death, because you have been praying God sent His 
angel to defend and gave us victory.  
 On May 7th night I had a high fever and collapsed in my bathroom, every-
thing turned to black and I swooned. I never knew what happened after that 
throughout the night. When I came to the sense late morning of the next day, I was 
with the Oxygen mask. I had an incredible vision (of “Magnificent High Hill”) during 
that night.  
 Brother Dakt, Sushila and I were the most hit by the new variant of COVID. 
Every time we opened our eyes we saw Prakash there, busy in treating us. For us 
he is like an angel of compassion, courage, resource, love and passion. He never 
left us for 3 weeks. We understand the secret; it is only your prayers that used him 
amazing ways as a great instrument to save our life. So many people we know who 
have died from COVID, but God saved all 23 of us inside of our church campus dur-
ing this time. At this time we are weak physically, but very high and strong in 
the spirit. Once again Sushila and I are woe to the LORD and all of you for your love 
and fervent prayers for us. From the bottom of our 
heart we say “Thank you so much for your love 
and concern. Thank you so much for your encour-
agement, prayers and support to Prakash that real-
ly enabled him to perform beyond all expectations 
as a young medical doctor.  
  Thank you and appreciate you greatly!  
 Your brother and Co-worker in His Vineyard: 
Blessings and love! 
KB & Sushila Basel   Ministry in Nepal  
      with Covid 
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Prayer 

I painted sky and sea in heavenly hues, 

I breathed out life-giving air, clean and 
cool. 

I gifted crops, soaring sea birds, elephants 
and butterflies. 

For you I crafted golden leaves, silver flow-
ers and ruby berries. 

For you the world was bright and light and danced with joy. 

But what is that in the sky and sea? 

Why is the globe polluted, flooded, burnt? 

Who’s wasting food, killing eagles, tigers, whales? 

When did leaves blacken, flowers tarnish, berries fall? 

Where now is Earth’s glory? 

 

Oh God , we are sorry, so very 
sorry. 

Help us to repair and build. 

Help us to rule over all the 
earth with wisdom and care. 

For you made us in your image 
to tend, to share, to love. 

 

 

Ann Cooper, local preacher,  
Newcastle West Circuit 

Taken from the Methodist Prayer 
Handbook 2020-2021 
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 Illustrating the Point 

It is encouraging that the Brigades have been able to meet on a number of 

occasions between the lockdowns. I have led devotions for the boys and 

though their numbers are low they do have a few new recruits. In June I just 

happen to ask if they could remember what I spoke about on my previous 

visit. I am not sure why I asked because I usually struggle to remember what 

I have shared. How could I expect them to recall something from four weeks 

earlier? Imagine then, my delight when one of the new boys gave me the 

three points of my talk and the illustration to go with them. 

 

A good illustration helps to make the point. The cartoon on this page 

amused me. Initially I smiled and dismissed it as just one of those things 

people share, but then I noticed what they had written to go with it. “This is 

why some people need help reading the bible.” 

 

We all need help reading the bible. It is all too easy for us to take things at 

face value and make assumptions about what is meant, but scripture is not a 

list of dos and don’ts. It is not 

an instruction manual; it is a 

collection of writings 

containing wisdom and 

wisdom is what we use to 

discern what is right and what 

is wrong. 

 

By the time you read this the 

Methodist Conference will 

have voted on the God in Love 

Unites Us report, and 

Methodism will never be the 

same again, whichever way the 

vote goes.  
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There are strong feelings on both sides of the debate. I personally am in fa-

vour of it as I believe that it is the right time for the church to be honest 

about the reality of relationships for most people. What is important in a re-

lationship is not whether two people are legally married, or that they are of 

the opposite sex, but that they live their lives together faithfully, in love and 

support of each other, to the exclusion of all others. 

 

I acknowledge that this is not what the bible literally says, but for me it is the 

wisdom that comes from scripture. Jesus’ answer to a question from an 

“expert in the law”, to love God and to love neighbour, should always guide 

our thinking when we come to make judgements about others. Is it right that 

we should condemn people based on an understanding of relationships that 

comes from three and a half thousand years ago? There is so much of scrip-

ture that we all accept as being ‘of its time’, if we did not then we would not 

have women in leadership and slavery would also be legal.  

 

I accept that this debate is polarized, most people have a very strong opin-

ion, but what matters is what we do next. Do those who lose the debate 

leave, whichever side that is, or can we hold conflicting views in tension, as 

we already do on many issues, or is this one step too far, is this the issue that 

makes the final decision? I would ask the question, what would Jesus do? If 

he were a member of the Methodist Church and disagreed with the decision 

of Conference, I don’t think he would wash his hands of us, he would shrug it 

off and go to sit with those who are in need of love and care, that are reject-

ed by society, just like he always did, always has and always will. 

 

God bless. 

Andrew. 
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Join us for worship at the 12th Church 

The live streaming of services through the 12th Church and the Trinity 

Methodist Church Facebook site will continue at 10.45am every 

Sunday morning,                 

followed by a virtual coffee time at 11.30am. 

https://www.facebook.com/TrinityMethodistChurchCentre 

https://www.facebook.com/TwelfthChurch/ 

Worship in Trinity 

We are meeting for worship back in the build-
ing at Trinity Methodist Church.  

Due to social distancing measures only 30 
people will be able to attend, in addition to 

those helping to facilitate the service. 

Please contact Andy or Rachel Thorpe           
01509 239967  or  

aandrthorpe@ntlworld.com  to check availa-
bility.     

Please see the list of services on page 15 for     
further details 

Articles for the LINK magazine 

Thank you for all the wonderful submissions to the LINK magazine, please 

keep them coming.  

 The deadline for the September edition is August 15th 

Articles can be emailed to Trinitylink1@gmail.com or elizlomax@gmail .com 

or delivered to the manse. 

 Many thanks. 

Thank you Kathleen Jackson for the lovely photograph 

https://www.facebook.com/TrinityMethodistChurchCentre
https://www.facebook.com/TwelfthChurch/
mailto:aandrthorpe@ntlworld.com

